Introduction
In this paper we study generic plane curves up to ambient isotopy. Our aim is to construct and classify the rst order Vassiliev invariants for such curves. We restrict our interest to a class of invariants which we call semilocal, and which are de ned in terms of very natural properties (see De nitions 0.2 and 0.3). This extends the work of Arnold 1] , 2], where he deals with less subtle invariants of plane curves that we call local.
Let us recall basic de nitions.
A smooth curve : S 1 ! IR 2 is called regular if its tangent vector never vanishes, i.e. for all t2S 1 it holds 0 (t)6 =0: A generic curve is a regular curve with at most double transversal sel ntersections. A sel ntersection of a generic curve will be called a crossing. A generic curve with a base point is a generic curve with a marked point, lying on that curve outside its crossings. A regular homotopy is a smooth homotopy of the regular curves by the regular curves. An ambient isotopy is an orientation preserving di eomorphism of IR 2 , which maps images of the curves onto one another (the base point is mapped to the base point).
Remark 0.1 Any two generic curves with a base point can be transformed into one another up to ambient isotopy by a sequence of moves of the following local forms: 1) 2)
3) 4) The point denoted by X in each of the cases will be called the singular point of the critical curve. We will speak about moves of types A, B, C and (2) some local ambient isotopy as above preserves an inner geometry, i.e. the global structure of branches into which the curves are cut by their singular points, i.e. establishes a well-de ned 1-1 correspondence between such branches.
We de ne a coorientation of moves. The direction of the move (1) or (2) is called positive, if the number of double points increases by this move.
To de ne direction of the move (3) we need some auxiliary considerations.
Such a move gives rise to the vanishing triangles: the dying triangle, which existed just before the move, and the newborn triangle existing just after it. The orientation of the curve de nes an orientation of the vanishing triangle via a cyclic ordering of its sides, as shown in Fig. 3 . Denote by q the number of sides whose orientation as a piece of the curve coincides with the cyclic orientation of the triangle. The sign of a vanishing triangle is de ned as (?1) q . The direction of the move (3) is positive, if the sign of the newborn triangle is larger than that of the dying triangle.
The above rules do not depend on an orientation of a curve (compare Arnold 1], 2]). However, the coorientation of move (4) is de ned only for oriented curves. The direction of the move (4) is positive, if the base point moves through the crossing according to the orientation of the branch, on which that point lies. The semilocal invariants form a linear space over IR. The increase of the value of an semilocal invariant between two curves that di er by a move will be called the value of that invariant on that move (on the corresponding critical curve).
The main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 0.4 The space of semilocal Vassiliev invariants of order 1 for oriented plane curves with the base point is the 5-dimensional linear space over IR. The base invariants are: the rotation of a curve, the number of crossings of a curve, the relative rotation of a curve with respect to a base point, the chord invariant of a curve and the constant invariant, equal 1 on each generic curve.
We formulate and prove also related results for nonoriented curves, for curves without base point, and for some other cases (see Theorems 3.3 { 3.9 on pages 15 { 19).
Our assumptions on invariants are much weaker then Arnold's assumptions. However, it might be interesting to note that all our semilocal invariants of order 1 are, after all, more or less local invariants. This follows from the proof of Theorem 0.4. Indeed, when we consider nonoriented curves without base point (Subsection 3.4), our invariants are equivalent to Arnold's ones.
In Section 1 we classify the moves of generic curves up to semilocal equivalence and consider a space of semilocal Vassiliev invariants of rst order. In Section 2 we construct some examples of such invariants. In Section 3 we classify semilocal invariants for oriented or nonoriented curves, for curves with or without a base point, and for some other cases.
Semilocal equivalence of moves and semilocal invariants
In this section we classify classes of semilocal equivalence of moves and give some interpretation of a space of semilocal invariants. 
The constant invariants
The most trivial examples of the semilocal invariants are clearly the constant invariants. All of their values on critical curves equal 0. We denote by 1 the constant invariant with value 1 on each generic curve.
The number of crossings
The simplest example of non-constant semilocal invariant is the number of crossings of a curve , denoted by ]( ). It is easy to see, that a positive move of type A (type B) increases the value of ] by 1 (2 respectively), while moves of types C and D keep its value unchanged.
The rotation of a curve
De nition 2.1 The rotation of an oriented regular curve is the total increase of the oriented angle of the tangent vector of the curve after onetime rotation, divided by 2 . The rotation of the curve can be any integer and is denoted by rot( ).
A combinatorical way to get rotation is the following. An oriented surgery at crossings on an oriented generic curve is the change, depicted on Proof: It is easy to observe, that the sum of rotations of curves, which we get after the oriented surgery at one crossing is equal to the rotation of the initial curve. Then the statement follows from the following Hopf theorem (see 4]): the rotation of the regular curve without sel ntersections is equal to 1, where the sign of the rotation coincides with the sign of the orientation of this curve.
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One checks easily that moves (2) and (3) 
The relative rotation of a curve
De nition 2.3 The relative rotation rel( ) with respect to a base point P of an oriented generic curve is the total increase of the oriented angle of the rotation of the radius-vector connecting this base point to a point moving once around the curve according to its orientation from P to P, divided by 
The chord invariant
Let : S 1 ! IR 2 be a generic curve on a plane. A chord diagram (Gauss diagram) of the curve is the circle S 1 with a nite collection of chords, joining points of the circle, which are mapped by the curve onto the same double point. Since the ambient isotopy does not change the structure of crossings we get, that if two generic curves are ambient isotopic, they have identical Gauss diagram.
Each typical curve on the plane can be turned into a knot diagram (in many ways) by replacing each crossing of the curve with a knot's crossing as shown on Fig. 6 . We will call each knot diagram obtained in this way a lift of a curve. These signs can be assigned to the appropriate chords in the chord diagram of . In such a way we obtain a signed chord diagram of the curve with respect to the given lift. Then, to each pair of intersecting chords we associate the sign of this pair, which is equal to the product of their signs.
There are 2 n lifts of a curve with n crossings. We are interested in one special lift. We start from the base point P of the curve and move with the orientation of . We resolve double points according to the rule that the branch one walks through rst is always above the branch one walks through second, as shown on Lemma 2.5 The chord invariant CH of a generic curve does not depend on the base point of the curve (i.e. it is well de ned for curves without a base point). Moreover, it does not depend on an orientation of .
Proof: It is su cient to show, that by passing with the base point through a double point of the curve (i.e. by one move of the type D) the value of CH remains unchanged. After taking the standard lift of the curve make an oriented surgery at rst crossing from the base point P (denote by c the chord of this crossing). We get two components of the new curve, from which one lies "over" the second (as a knot in IR 3 ). The crossings of the two components are related to chords, which intersect c. As these components are unlinked, the sum of signs of intersections between these chords and c is 0.
If we move P through the rst crossing and then take a lift of , the signs of remained crossings do not change, while the sign of the rst one (the sign of c) changes to the opposite. However, as a contribution of intersections with the chord c to the value of CH is equal 0, the value of the invariant CH remains unchanged.
If we change the orientation of the curve, the signs of all chords in the chord diagram change to the opposite, the signs of pairs of intersecting chords do not change and the value of CH is the same. So the invariant of the chord diagram is well de ned even for non-oriented curves. Assume that the positive move changes the curve to the curve 0 and that we start resolving from the same base point P, which is outside the Finally, under a positive move of type C the value of CH decreases by 1.
(f) It follows directly from Lemma 2.5.
2.6 The index invariant
Choose a representation of an oriented generic curve such that all crossings are orthogonal (i.e. the two tangent vectors at the double-point are orthogonal). At every crossing the tangent vectors to the branches, which we will denote by symbols 1 and 2, are ordered such that the frame (1, 2) has the same orientation as that of the plane.
The half-index i 1 (respectively i 2 ) of a double point is the total increase of the oriented angle of the rotation of the radius-vector connecting this point to a point moving along the branch 1 (resp. 2) from the double point Proof: The assertion follows directly from There are several di erent variants of the classi cation problem, according to the properties of plane curves which we take into account. One can distinguish the cases when a curve is oriented or not, and when it has a base point or not. Another viewpoint is to consider separately the curves from a given class of regular homotopy. In this last case moves of type (1) are not taken into account since a curve changes its regular homotopy class under such a move.
Combining above approaches we get eight variants of the classi cation problem. In this section we present solutions for most important of them (the others are easy to consider and do not lead to any new phenomena).
By the small letters (with indices) we denote the derivatives of semilocal invariants.
There are some relations between moves (1) { (4) of generic curves { a non-trivial sequence of moves can result with a curve from the same ambient isotopy class as the initial one. The examples of such relations are depicted on Fig. 11 (outside the region presented in the picture the curve can be arbitrary and remains unchanged during the deformation). These relations will play the crucial role in our proof of Theorem 0.4 and its variants. We start with the study of relations in the case when curves are oriented and have a base point (this is exactly the case described by Theorem 0.4 and Proposition 1.1). As an example consider the sequence of moves, corresponding to the relation (IV), shown on Fig. 12 .
It gives us the following linear relation for the derivatives of any semilocal If we consider the opposite orientation of the curve we obtain c 1 = c 3a : (6) Putting a base point in another way we get c 1 = c 3a = c 3b = c 3c and c 2 = c 4a = c 4b = c 4c :
Below is a list of linear relations for derivatives which we obtain from relations (I) { (VI) of Figure 11 in a way as above. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.9 that there are ve linearly independent invariants: the rotation, the number of crossings, the relative rotation with respect to a base point, the chord invariant and the constant invariant 1. By Lemma 3.1, these invariants form a base of the linear space of semilocal invariants of order 1 for oriented curves with a base point.
This proves the main result of this paper { Theorem 0.4.
The above idea of the proof of the Main Theorem can be applied almost without changes to the classi cation in other cases. For each of these cases an appropriate version of Lemma 1.2 is valid. Figure 11 is a source of relations for derivatives of semilocal invariants in all these cases as well.
Oriented curves without base point
For oriented curves without base point we have types (1) We have the relation (19), because after moving the base point through the crossing on the nonoriented curve of shape " 8 " we get the same curve.
Among the invariants described in Section 2 only the invariants ] and CH are well de ned, semilocal and linearly independent. Note that we cannot use in this case those of the relations depicted on Figure 11 which involve a move of type (1), since this move does not represent a regular homotopy. However, the rest of the relations gives us the following relations for derivatives: But there is a further possibility of dealing with this case. We can compare the base semilocal invariants obtained for di erent regular homotopy classes and even nd semilocal invariants, which are de ned for all regular curves and are the base invariants for all components of regular homotopy. 
